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I. Choose the best answer:                                                                                                                  

          Earth has a limited amount of water. So, that water …(1)… going around. We call it the 
water cycle. The water cycle begins …(2)… evaporation. Evaporation is …(3)… the sun heats 
up water in rivers, lakes or the ocean, then …(4)… it into water vapor or steam. The water vapor 
or steam leaves the body of water …(5)… goes into the air. Transpiration is the process by 

…(6)… plants lose water out of their leaves. 

1) a. grows b. keeps c. takes d. makes 

2) a. on b. at c. by d. with 

3) a. when b. why c. what d. where 

4) a. pulls b. turns c. builds d. gives 

5) a. or b. so c. and d. but 

6) a. whose b. whom c. what d. which 

    Label its parts. 
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1.This is a list of some of the longest rivers in the world. Rearrange them in descending order. 

Amazon – 6400 km ; Mississippi – 6275 km ; Nile – 6650 km ; Yangtze – 6300 Km. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. At its deepest , the Indian ocean is 7125 m . The pacific ocean is 3799 m deeper than that ; 

How deep is the pacific ocean? 

 

3.A team of  364 scientists who were studying the habits of ocean creatures, spent about 268 

hours each under water . How many hours in all did they spend under water? 

 

4.How many 50 ml of water will be in 8 litres of water? 

 

5.The capacity of a bucket is 8 kg 500g. Find the capacity of such 75 buckets? 

 

6. 540 litres of water is stored in a tank .If  130 litres 850 ml  water is consumed during the 

day, how much water is left in the tank after the consumption? 

 

7.It takes 77 minutes to fill 11 buckets of water. How much time will it take to fill 7 such 

buckets? 

Time taken to fill  11 buckets =_________________ 

Time taken to fill  1 bucket    =  _________________ 

Time taken to fill 7 buckets   = __________________ 

 Thus, it takes _____ minutes to fill 7 buckets. 
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jiyg;G: ePh; 

cyf jz;zPh; jpdkhf ve;j Mz;by; ,Ue;J nfhz;lhlg;gLfpwJ vd;Wk;> 
xt;nthU Mz;Lk; ve;j khjj;jpy; nfhz;lhlg;gLfpwJ vd;gijAk;> Vd;? 
vjw;fhf mtw;iw ehk; nfhz;lhLfpd;Nwhk;? mtw;wpd; gad;fs; vd;d 
vd;gijAk; fz;lwpe;J vOJf. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ePhpd; Kf;fpaj;Jtj;ij czh;j;Jk; Fwisf; fz;lwpe;J mf;FwisAk; mf;Fws; 
$Wk; fUj;jpidAk; vOJf. 
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I. को          

 

II. 

र्म 


